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Food Politics, Food Cultures and Food Futures
‘Food is entering a period of radical technological
reinvention that some predict will be as worldchanging as the agricultural and industrial revolutions.
The potential for technology to disrupt how we grow,
distribute and experience food is catalyzing global
conversations about the needs, values and aspirations
embedded in our food systems.’1
Food, its production and consumption is obviously
fundamental to our biology, but it is also the nexus
of our social being. And what we eat, how we eat and
where we eat underpins the fabric of a city – here the
invisible infrastructure that feeds us is overlaid with
what Dan Barber describes as ‘a web of relationships’2
where our health, social status and cultural heritage
intersect with both local and global politics.
According to Catherine Flood and May Rosenthal
Sloan, in their introduction to Food: Bigger Than the
Plate, food ‘shines a light onto social inequality and
difference, while acting as the ultimate equalizer (we
are all mammals, who eat and defecate).’3 Food can
bring us together and it can set us apart. It facilitates
social interaction, bonds families and communities,
and provides an income to many. Yet it also highlights
the gap between rich and poor. Whilst food banks are
becoming the norm rather than an isolated facility to
support those who are finding it increasingly difficult

1 Catherine Flood and May Rosenthal Sloan, eds., Food: Bigger Than the
Plate (V&A Publishing, 2019), p.11.
2 Dan Barber cited in ibid, p.14.
3 Flood and Rosenthal Sloan, ibid, p.21.
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to afford to eat4, the number of Michelin star
restaurants in London continues to increase – current
statistics identify 68 across the capital. And access to
good quality food is also a growing concern, for where
there is food poverty there is also a plethora of related
health problems largely linked to obesity – really cheap
food is bad for us and increases the likelihood of ill
health and even early death.
Food creates waste. In the UK alone nearly two
million tones of food5 are wasted every year and this
is compounded by what we as consumers then waste
on top of this. Food packaging is also a huge concern,
especially where this includes non-reusuable plastics.
It is clear that as individual consumers we need to
interrogate the choices that we make with regards
to what we consume and how. In her book, Hungry
City: How Food Shapes Our Lives, Carolyn Steel states
‘[E]very pre-industrial society has placed food at its
social and spatial heart, while every post-industrial
one has placed food at the periphery. Why is this?
The short answer is that food represents power; a
fact all too evident in pre-industrial societies, yet
relatively obscure in ours. Lulled by the prospect of
year-round, ‘cheap food’, we have allowed our most
precious common resource to slip beyond our grasp.’6
It seems that where food once offered meaning within
4 According to the food charity FareShare, 8.4 million people in the UK are
struggling to afford to eat. https://fareshare.org.uk/what-we-do/hungerfood-waste/

the mundanity of everyday life, we have forgotten how to
respect it.
As designers we have been predominantly concerned with
the relationship between food and pleasure. The arrival of
café society in 19th century Paris, partially facilitated the
emergence of interior design as a profession, and prefigured
the huge industry that exists around the provision and
consumption of food and drink today. On the 21st century
urban high street the cafe is as ubiquitous as the pub, bookmakers and charity shop. Yet the consumption of food and
drink in our cities is not limited to the high street. Recent
statistics suggest that Londoners eat out on average twice
a week, often because it is more convenient than cooking
at home, but increasingly because we crave diverse food
experiences. Eating is as much a sensorial experience as it
is a biological need, and the environments within which
we enjoy food have the capacity to transform our complex
relationship to it - ‘any vision for the future of food needs
to account for deliciousness and pleasure (for all), both as
a goal in its own right and because pleasure is a powerful
motivational force for change.’7
To prompt your design decisions you will need to research
what Edible Future might mean.
We have identified 3 main research streams
A/Food Politics,
B/ Food Cultures
C/ Food Futures.
See INPUTS 01/EXPLORE/EDIBLE FUTURE/THE
RESEARCH

5 Statistics taken from FareShare website: https://fareshare.org.uk/what-wedo/hunger-food-waste/
6 Carolyn Steel, cited in Flood and Rosenthal Sloan, op.cit., p.25.
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THE LOW LINE
The Low Line in London’s Bankside District spans
a series of Victorian railway viaducts that connect
Bankside, London Bridge and Bermondsey, and the
spaces between them. Drawing inspiration from the
High Line in New York, the Low Line was conceived
as a strategy for transforming the public realm and
opening up previously inaccessible and marginal
spaces for public use, whilst incorporating established
destinations such as Borough Market, along its route.
This part of London has an interesting history. The
name ‘Bankside’ is recorded in 1554 as the Banke
syde and means ‘street along the bank of the Thames’.
During the 16th century Bankside comprised
the ‘liberties’ of the Clink and Paris Garden, and
was outside the authority of the City of London.
Consequently, otherwise unregulated leisure activities
including bear baiting and theatre, were largely located
here, including Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre. Bankside
Power Station, which operated between 1947-1981,
operates as the most iconic monument in the area, and
its adaptation into the Tate Modern in the late 1990’s
(the gallery opened in 2000) continues Bankside’s
heritage as a cultural venue - albeit a legitimate one.
Today the Low Line, as a development of meanwhile
spaces, also captures the spirit of Bankside as a place
for ludic activities. It is both a destination and a
walking route that weaves its way betwixt and between
the Victorian infrastructure that shapes it, and the
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more recent and seemingly adhoc architectures that
sit across this. Earlier this year a competition was
launched in partnership with the RIBA to further
transform the Low Line, and reconnect with the
remaining derelict sites. This peculiar and rather
hidden slice of London’s urban fabric may be haunted
by previous inhabitations and typologies of use, but
it is also part of the Bankside’s future as a sustainable
community.
See INPUTS 05/EXPLORE/SITE VISIT
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P.O.P.S. PRIVATLY OWNED PUBLIC SPACES
In the neo-liberal city, open spaces are grounds
for consumption, is that food, is that shopping, is
that parking. A deterministic and overcontrolledapproach has lead to generating over-programmed
space that leave no room for interpretation: users
experience spaces as they are meant to.
Such phenomena, observable on economically
successful cities is also widespread in London, and
even more sharply visible in POPS (privately owned
public spaces).
The challenge is to research, think and design open
spaces which allow more open-ended appropriation
processes. Spaces which are interpretable and truly
multi-functional that allow visitors to project their
wishes and needs, and use such spaces accordingly.
The design task invites students to challenge the
division between inside and outside, between private
and public, between programmatic definition and
spontaneous experience of the city.

Please find an extract of Explore Everything by
Bradley Gaerett on Beep
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ADAPTIVE REUSE
In the process of remodelling (...)
the past provides the alreadywritten, the marked “canvas” on
which each sucessive remodelling
will find its own place. Thus, the
past becomes a “ package of sense”,
of built-up meaning to be accepted
(maintain), transformed, or supressed
(refused).***

*
‘A palimpsest is a manuscript on which an earlier
text has been effaced and the vellum or parchment
reused for another. It was a common practice,
particularly in medieval ecclesiastical circles, to rub
out an earlier piece of writing by means of washing or
scraping the manuscript, in order to prepare it for a new
text.’**

*Medieval wall, Venezia
**http://www2.iath.virginia.edu/elab/hfl0243.html

EDIBLE FUTURES//INTRO

The key underlying premise that as Interior Architects
we work from is the understanding that the built
environment is always time-specific – that is, it has
been designed and built according to a time-specific
idea and/or need. Importantly however, the life span
of many buildings is often longer than the purpose
for which it has been built. In light of the passage of
time, buildings need to be updated to survive societal
changes that affect their form, role and meaning.
*** Rodolfo Machado, ‘Old Buildings as Palimpsest’, Progressive
Architecture, November, 1976, pp.46-49.
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the design challenge
1 Activity

From the list below you will select an activity that you
will then overlap with a typology of use and a topic.
The intention is to arrive at a set of design proposals
that intersect the production, trade, preparation and/
or consumption of food as well as its waste products,
with your chosen typology.

Trading
Farming
Cooking
Eating
Waste
...

+
1 Typology
Library
Brewery
Allotment
Museum
School
Archive
Market
....

+
1 Topic

Your
proposal

Food Politics
Social relations, food democracy, public health
and well-being, poverty, food production, slow
food/fast food, waste and sustainability, food
and feminism, local and global, domesticity,
eco-anarchy and climate change deniers, selfsufficiency,...
Food Cultures
China Town, Korea Town . . .’ rituals, food and
senses, taste and tasting, food as performance/
spectacle, markets, food and the everyday, ...
Food Futures
Bioscience, 3D printing, agri-tourism,
transforming waste, ...
EDIBLE FUTURES//INTRO
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53 Great Suffolk Street

2

55 Great Suffolk Street

3

Union Street Arches

4

Jerwood Space

5

50 Union Street

6

10-14 Park Street

7

Jubilee Market

8

Old Operating Theatre

IA
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THE DESIGN SITES
The site showcases a number of scattered open
spaces. Despite the linearity of the rail infrastructure,
its open counter-part is fragmented both in terms
of morphology -often not much more than mere
leftovers- and in terms of property, which is both
private and public.
Open spaces can be seen in continuation with covered
ground floors and can challenge the traditional divide
between the front and the back of built program.

OUTCOMES
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Please find sites preview and pdfs on Beep

Torino Student Hotel, Park Associati + Openfabric
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1.

Research book 1/
the context
format B5, perfect binding

2.

Research book 2/
edible futures
format B5, perfect binding

3.

WHAT you will be working on

DESIGN PORTFOLIO
format A3, perfect binding
The
second
hand
retail store consists of
customized clothing
from the workshop. It is
both environmentally
friendly and original as
it has all been custom
made by designers.
All the metal beams
directly connect to
the apartments, both
metaphorically
and

4. MODEL MAKING
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